
 

 

CHAPTER 5

CONCLUSION

5.1 Conclusion

1. H1 not supported. Leverage does not affect profitability on private commercial banks BUKU

IV in Indonesia. The significance level is 0.816, which is greater than the alpha value (0.05).

This research shows similarity with the research done by Harisa, Adam & Meutia (2019). The

reason why DER is not supported is because DER for company and bank are different. For a

company, if the DER result is more than one, it means that the company is not able to pay off

their debt by using their own equity. On the other hand, the high result of DER for the banking

industry means that the banks manage to collect funds from the third parties, since funds from

third parties are considered as debt for the bank. That is why leverage does not affect

profitability. Because for a company, the higher the DER result, it can decrease the profit.

2. H2 supported. Firm size does affect profitability on private commercial banks BUKU IV in

Indonesia.  The significance level is 0.020, which is smaller than the alpha value. This
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research shows similarity with the research conducted by Harisa, Adam & Meutia (2019). The

result is supported because according to Akbar (2013), the higher the total asset, the more ability

for the organization to utilize more profit. In this case, the sample used for this research has large

total assets since they are categorized in BUKU IV. That is why the result for this hypothesis is

significant or supported.

3. H3 rejected. Deposit does not affect profitability on private commercial banks in Indonesia

with a significance level of 0.342. The result is not supported because the mean results for the

LDR are above the number suggested by BI. It means that the banks are aggressive, by giving

out too many loans. By giving out too many loans, the bank is not liquid. When in some scenario

i.e. the third parties are withdrawing the deposit from the banks, the bank will be unable to meet

the demands. On the other hand, a bank with low DER means that the bank is liquid but did not

use the funds to generate profit. For example, during the crisis people will withdraw their money

from the banks to maintain their business. The bank will also be unable to give out loans since

available funds are limited.

5.2. Implications

The implications found on this research covers two things, teoritis implications and

practical implications.Teoritis implications related to contribution towards the development of
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current theory. Practical implications related to research contribution leverage, firm size and

deposit towards profitability.

1. Teoritis Implications.

This research hopefully will increase the impact of leverage, firm size and deposit on

profitability. The result is that firm size impacts profitability, while the other two

variables, leverage and deposit, does not.

2. Practical Implications

This research is expected to give consideration to customers while choosing their bank

preferences. This research also expected for bank managers to increase their productivity.

5.3 Research Limitations

On this research, the author realized that several limitations has been found, such as :

1. The benchmark for one variable is limited to only one formula, for example profitability

uses ROA as the benchmark. For the next research, the author will use a more improved

concept.

2. The number of banks used for this research is only five banks, since there are only five

banks that are categorized in BUKU IV. Then, the number of data is limited.
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3. The 2021 data has not been released yet and not all banks yet to release the 2020 data.

Then, the data used for this research is limited only to 2019 data.

5.4 Suggestion

Based on the research limitations, the researcher found some suggestion regarding
the next research :

1. Further research should be carried out with a broader concept approach so that it can

better explain the influence between the variables studied. For example, profitability can

be explained using two measurements, ROA and ROE. For this research, the author only

uses one, which is ROA. To show better results, in the future using both measurements

are recommended.

2. Adding variable size to better explain the influence between the variables studied.

3. For future research, it is better to broaden the population to get more data. Because the

more (n), the better for the research result.
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